Now we’re ready

I wake up, I wake up, I wake up
Have a shower, a shower, a shower
Eat my breakfast – some bread and banana
Then put my clothes on, my clothes on, my clothes on

Now we’re ready
To go to school
Cos school’s so cool
School’s so cool

Then I go home, I go home, I go home
And do my homework, my homework, my homework
Have a snack – maybe an apple or biscuits
Because I’m hungry, I’m hungry, I’m hungry

Now we’re ready
To play a game
Cos games are cool
Games are cool

Now I’m yawning
Cos I’m so tired
I brush my teeth
And go to bed

Now we’re ready
To go to sleep

Cool, cool, cool, cool, cool
Cool, cool, cool, cool, cool
Cool, cool, cool, cool, cool
Cool, cool, cool, cool, cool
Cool, cool, cool, cool, cool
Cool, cool, cool, cool, cool, cool
Cool, cool, cool, cool, cool, cool
Cool, cool, cool, cool, cool, cool
Cool, cool, cool, cool, cool, cool, cool

Now I’m dreaming I’m flying
Just like a bird in the sky
Watch me fly by
Watch me fly by
Watch me fly by, fly by, fly high!